Mindfulness meditation lowers muscle sympathetic nerve activity and blood pressure in African-American males with chronic kidney disease
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Park J, Lyles RH, Bauer-Wu S. Mindfulness meditation lowers muscle sympathetic nerve activity and blood pressure in African-American males with chronic kidney disease. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 307: R93–R101, 2014. First published May 14, 2014; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00558.2013.—Mindfulness meditation (MM) is a stress-reduction technique that may have real biological effects on hemodynamics but has never previously been tested in chronic kidney disease (CKD) patients. In addition, the mechanisms underlying the potential blood pressure (BP)-lowering effects of MM are unknown. We sought to determine whether MM acutely lowers BP in CKD patients, and whether these hemodynamic changes are mediated by a reduction in sympathetic nerve activity. In 15 hypertensive African-American (AA) males with CKD, we conducted a randomized, crossover study in which participants underwent 14 min of MM or 14 min of BP education (control intervention) during two separate random-order study visits. Muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA), beat-to-beat arterial BP, heart rate (HR), and respiratory rate (RR) were continuously measured at baseline and during each intervention. A subset had a third study visit to undergo controlled breathing (CB) to determine whether a reduction in RR alone was sufficient in exciting hemodynamic changes. We observed a significantly greater reduction in systolic BP, diastolic BP, mean arterial pressure, and HR, as well as a significantly greater reduction in MSNA, during MM compared with the control intervention. Participants had a significantly lower RR during MM; however, in contrast to MM, CB alone did not reduce BP, HR, or MSNA. MM acutely lowers BP and HR in AA males with hypertensive CKD, and these hemodynamic effects may be mediated by a reduction in sympathetic nerve activity. RR is significantly lower during MM, but CB alone without concomitant meditation does not acutely alter hemodynamics or sympathetic activity in CKD.
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CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE (CKD) is highly prevalent among African-Americans (AA); AA are almost four times as likely as Caucasians to develop kidney disease (39, 53). Although AA comprise approximately 13% of the general population, AA account for 32% of all CKD patients in the United States (39). Moreover, reduced renal function is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular (CV) disease and mortality (22, 50) and has a more pronounced deleterious effect on CV risk and all-cause mortality among AA compared with Caucasians (56). Since hypertension and male gender are also independent risk factors for CV disease, AA males with hypertensive CKD are a highly prevalent and growing patient population at substantially higher CV risk.

One contributing factor underlying increased CV risk in this population is chronic overactivation of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS). Multiple studies have shown that SNS activity is substantially and chronically elevated in patients with both end-stage renal disease (ESRD) as well as mild CKD (18, 25, 33, 42, 45). In addition, AA males also have chronically elevated SNS activity compared with AA women and Caucasians (1). Such elevations in SNS activation not only lead to elevated blood pressure (BP) by increasing total peripheral resistance but also increase cardiac risk directly, via cardiac and vascular inflammation, arrhythmogenicity, oxidative stress, and fibrosis (12, 35, 48). In addition, chronic elevation of SNS activity accelerates renal sclerosis and leads to insulin resistance and cardiac hypertrophy, independent of its effects on BP (2, 29, 46). Thus chronic elevation of SNS activity is a major contributing factor leading to increased CV risk and progressive decline in renal function in patients with CKD.

Current strategies to counteract SNS overactivation and lower BP in patients with renal disease include the use of antihypertensive medications, such as β-blockers and central α-agonists, which act as peripheral and central sympatholytics. However, the use of such agents, alone or in combination with other antihypertensives, is often fraught with adverse side effects, and in the case of β-blockers, may lead to long-term metabolic derangements including insulin resistance and hyperlipidemia (4, 14). Moreover, there is no clear evidence that β-blocker therapy improves mortality risk in CKD patients without heart disease (3, 5). Thus, although sympatholytic drugs should be considered in the treatment of hypertension in patients with renal disease, given their limitations, there is a need to investigate safe and effective adjunctive or alternative therapies that may ameliorate SNS overactivation in patients with CKD.

One such potential adjunctive therapy that is noninvasive, safe, and may have real biological effects on BP and SNS activation is mindfulness meditation (MM). MM is a stress-reduction technique involving focused awareness on internal and external sensory stimuli in the present moment without judgment or cognitive elaboration (8, 9). MM has been shown to lower BP in both normotensive and hypertensive patient groups, in some (7, 17, 27, 32) but not all (13), prior studies. However, the effect of MM on hemodynamics in CKD patients, or in AA males, in whom baseline SNS activity is significantly elevated, had not been previously tested. In addition, the mechanisms underlying the BP-lowering effect of MM, and in particular, its potential modulation of SNS acti-
vation, is unknown. We conducted a randomized controlled crossover study to determine the effects of MM on BP and SNS activity acutely in hypertensive AA males with CKD. We measured continuous hemodynamics and performed the first direct intraneural recordings of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) using microneurography during MM to determine the potential benefits of MM acutely on hemodynamics and autonomic function in CKD patients.

METHODS

Study Population

The study population consisted of 15 total participants (age range 51–66 yr) with hypertension and CKD Stage III, defined as an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) between 30 and 59 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² as calculated by the modified Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation (34). All participants had stable renal function defined as no greater than a 5% fluctuation in eGFR within the prior 3 mo and hypertension controlled on 1–4 medications. Study participants were African-American male veterans that were recruited from clinics at the Atlanta Veterans Affairs Medical Center. None of the participants practiced any form of meditation or exercised regularly. Exclusion criteria for all participants included illicit drug use within the past 12 mo and any major comorbid conditions including diabetes, neuropathy, vascular disease, uncontrolled anemia, or any clinical evidence of heart failure or heart disease determined by electrocardiogram, echocardiogram, stress test, and/or history. This study was approved by the Emory University Institutional Review Board, and the Atlanta Veterans Affairs Medical Center Research and Development Committee. A written informed consent was obtained from each study participant.

Measurements and Procedures

Blood pressure. Baseline BP was measured with an automated sphygmomanometer (Dinamap PRO Series) while the participant was seated, after 5 min of quiet rest, using standard technique. Baseline BP was the mean of three consecutive readings separated by 3 min. Beat-to-beat arterial BP was measured continuously during the experimental protocols using a noninvasive monitoring device that detects digital blood flow via finger cuffs and translates blood flow oscillations into continuous pulse pressure waveforms and beat-to-beat values of BP (CNAP, CNSystems). Absolute values of BP were internally calibrated using a concomitant upper arm BP reading and were calibrated at the start and every 15 min throughout the study. This device has been validated to reflect accurate absolute BP values as well as accurate beat-to-beat changes in BP as measured via an intra-arterial catheter (28, 30).

Muscle sympathetic nerve activity. Multunit postganglionic sympathetic nerve activity directed to muscle (MSNA) was recorded directly from the peroneal nerve by microneurography as previously described (54, 55). A tungsten microelectrode (tip diameter 5–15 μm) (Bioengineering, University of Iowa) was inserted into the nerve, and a reference microelectrode was inserted subcutaneously 1–2 cm from the recording electrode. The signals were amplified (total gain 50,000–100,000), filtered (700–2,000 Hz), rectified, and integrated (time constant 0.1 s) to obtain a mean voltage display of sympathetic nerve activity (model 662C–4, Nerve Traffic Analyzer, University of Iowa, Bioengineering) that was recorded by the LabChart 7 Program (PowerLab 16sp, ADInstruments). Continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded simultaneously with the neurogram using a bioamp system. All MSNA recordings met previously established criteria (19, 20, 38).

Mindfulness meditation. During one study visit, participants underwent guided MM by listening to 14 min of prerecorded guided MM using an MP3 player and headphones. The standard guided meditation recording included several basic components of mindfulness: breathing awareness, mini body scan, and brief self-compassion. This particular meditation was used by our coinvestigator in a prior study that demonstrated acute improvements in psychological and physiological parameters (including anxiety, pain, heart rate, and respiratory rate) in a different patient population with chronic disease (bone marrow transplant recipients) (9). The goal of MM is to foster focused, nonjudgmental awareness of one’s present-moment experience (i.e., sensations of breathing and other sensory stimuli) with an attitude of receptivity and acceptance. In breathing awareness, participants are asked to notice the sensations of breathing without trying to manipulate the respiratory rate. During body scan, participants are asked to notice sensations in different parts of their bodies. With the self-compassion (or “loving kindness” toward self) portion, participants are directed to have an open and positive attitude about themselves and asked to repeat phrases such as “May I be loving, kind, and gentle to myself.” Continuous beat-to-beat arterial BP and MSNA were recorded throughout the MM and control interventions.

Blood pressure education (control). As a control intervention for comparison, during a separate study visit, participants underwent 14 min of BP education by listening to a recording on hypertension diagnosis and treatment, using the same MP3 player and headphones. The order of the study visits (MM vs. control intervention) was randomized. The lights were dimmed during both the MM and control interventions.

Controlled breathing. To determine whether a slowed respiratory rate (RR) alone to low-normal rates was responsible for the observed physiological changes, a subset of participants returned for a third study visit to undergo controlled breathing (CB). The participant’s RR was guided to maintain a steady rate of 12 breaths/min, by directing the participant to inhale for 2 s and exhale for 3 s continuously for a total of 10 min. Because reductions in RR, BP, and MSNA occurred within the first 5 min and plateaued by 10 min during MM, 10 min of CB was performed. Data obtained during CB were compared with data obtained during the first 10 min of MM during statistical analysis.

Experimental Protocol

All 15 participants were studied a total of two to three times during separate study visits in a randomized controlled crossover design. For each study visit, participants were studied in the early morning, after abstaining from food, caffeine, smoking, and alcohol for at least 12 h, and exercise for at least 24 h. The participants were instructed to take their antihypertensive medications at exactly the same time before each study visit, and no medication changes were allowed between studies. The study room was quiet, semidark, and temperate (21°C). Blood was drawn for a basic metabolic panel, and a urine sample was collected for urine microalbumin and creatinine concentrations. Participants were placed in a supine position on a comfortable stretcher. Finger cuffs were fitted and placed on the fingers of the dominant arm for continuous beat-to-beat arterial BP measurements, and an upper arm cuff was placed for intermittent automatic calibrations with the finger cuffs. ECG patch electrodes were placed for continuous heart rate (HR) recordings. The leg was positioned for microneurography, and the tungsten microelectrode was inserted and manipulated to obtain a satisfactory nerve recording. After 10 min of rest, baseline BP, HR, RR, and MSNA were recorded continuously for 10 min.

During the study visit, MSNA, ECG, hemodynamics, and RR were continuously measured at baseline and during either: 1) 14 min of MM; or 2) 14 min of BP education (control intervention). The participants were directly observed by the principal investigator during the entire study procedure. None of the participants exhibited signs of falling asleep such as heavy, loud breathing, or snoring. Either MM or BP education was performed during separate study visits to eliminate any carryover effects. The order of the visits was randomized. A subset of participants (N = 6) presented for a third study visit to undergo CB. This was done to determine whether a
and MSNA values for study participants. All participants were African-American, male veterans with CKD Stage III (mean BMI of 30 kg/m²). One participant had comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and three participants were smokers. All participants had hypertension controlled on an average of 2.4 medications (range 1–4 medications). Table 2 describes the antihypertensive medication regimen of the study population. The majority of participants were treated with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I) or angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB), β-blockers, and dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers. Adequate MSNA nerve recordings were obtained during both the MM study visit and during the control study visit in 11 of 15 participants.

### RESULTS

#### Baseline Characteristics

Table 1 depicts the baseline characteristics, hemodynamics, and MSNA values for study participants. All participants were African-American, male veterans with CKD Stage III (mean eGFR of 46 ± 1.5 ml·min⁻¹·1.73m⁻²) and microalbuminuria. Most participants were obese, with a mean body mass index (BMI) of >30 kg/m². One participant had comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and three participants were smokers. All participants had hypertension controlled on an average of 2.4 medications (range 1–4 medications). Table 2 describes the antihypertensive medication regimen of the study population. The majority of participants were treated with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I) or angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB), β-blockers, and dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers. Adequate MSNA nerve recordings were obtained during both the MM study visit and during the control study visit in 11 of 15 participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medications</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE-I or ARB</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Blockers</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop or thiazide diuretics</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldosterone receptor blockers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Blockers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACE-I, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors; ARB, angiotensin receptor blockers.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics, hemodynamics, and sympathetic activity

| Age, yr | 58.7 ± 1.4 |
| Body mass index, kg/m² | 32.4 ± 1.4 |
| Systolic BP, mmHg | 132 ± 4 |
| Diastolic BP, mmHg | 81 ± 3 |
| Mean arterial pressure, mmHg | 98 ± 3 |
| Heart rate, beats/min | 59 ± 3 |
| Respiratory rate, breaths/min | 17.0 ± 0.4 |
| Mean number of BP medications | 2.4 ± 0.3 |
| Serum Creatinine, mg/dl | 1.66 ± 0.08 |
| eGFR, ml·min⁻¹·1.73m⁻² | 46.1 ± 15.5 |
| Urinary microalbumin:creatinine, mg/g | 158.6 ± 54.8 |
| Current smoker | 3/15 |
| Comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder | 1/15 |
| MSNA, bursts/min | 40.0 ± 3.5 |
| MSNA, bursts/100 heartbeats | 68.2 ± 4.5 |
| MSNA, arbitrary units/min | 175.7 ± 37.0 |

Data are expressed as means ± SE, or number of participants with that condition out of 15 total participants. Baseline measurements in study participants. BP, blood pressure; MSNA, muscle sympathetic nerve activity. Estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was quantified using the 4-variable modified Modified Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation (34).
Mindfulness Meditation

From Table 3, the significance of the $\alpha_1$ parameter indicates that the average change (relative to baseline) at minute 14 for the outcomes systolic BP (SBP), diastolic BP (DBP), mean arterial pressure (MAP), HR, and MSNA quantified as burst frequency (bursts/min) and as total activity [TA, arbitrary units (AU)/min] is lower under MM than under control conditions. The significance of the $\beta_1$ parameter for the outcomes SBP and MSNA indicates that the rate of change of the difference over time is faster under MM than under the control condition. Results were similar when MSNA was also quantified as burst incidence (bursts/100 heartbeats, data not shown). The lack of significance of any of the estimated $\alpha_0$ and $\beta_0$ parameters (with the exception of $\alpha_0$ for HR) suggests that under control conditions, there is no noteworthy change in the mean of the outcomes relative to baseline during followup. For HR, the model estimates a small but significant mean increase in HR of 1.51 under control conditions from baseline to minute 14 but a strong decrease under the MM condition.

These data suggest that there was a significantly greater reduction in SBP, DBP, MAP, and HR, during the 14 min of MM compared with the control intervention (Fig. 1). Similarly, there was a significantly greater reduction in MSNA during MM (by a mean of $-10.6$ bursts/min at 14 min) compared with the control intervention (Fig. 2A). Results were similar when MSNA was quantified as total activity normalized to the largest burst (AU/min, Fig. 2B) and burst incidence (bursts/100 heart beats, data not shown). Results are also similar in patients treated with inhibitors of the renin angiotensin system (ACE-I and ARBs) versus those not treated with these agents and when the participant with PTSD and smokers were removed from the analysis.

Data from the recovery period immediately following the MM intervention were analyzed from seven participants. We...
observed that the BP and MSNA-lowering effect of MM was maintained during 5 min of recovery time following MM. SBP, DBP, MAP, but not HR, were significantly lower during the recovery period compared with baseline (Fig. 3A). MSNA burst frequency was also significantly lower during the recovery period compared with baseline (Fig. 3B).

**Controlled Breathing**

There was no significant condition by time interaction effect upon mean differences (from baseline) in RR ($P = 0.64$). However, the mean differences showed highly significant variation across the control, MM, and CB conditions ($P < 0.001$). In particular, the mean difference in RR from baseline was significantly lower under the MM and CB conditions as opposed to control (Fig. 4). During CB, breathing was guided to the same RR observed during MM but without concomitant meditation; there was no significant difference in RR between the MM and slow breathing interventions. The overall difference in mean change from baseline in MSNA burst frequency at 10 min was significantly different across the three conditions ($P = 0.012$). Whereas there was a highly significant difference for MM compared with the control intervention, there was no significant difference in change in MSNA during CB compared with the control intervention (Fig. 5). We also found no significant difference in change from baseline in SBP, DBP, MAP, or HR between the CB intervention and the control intervention (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The major new findings of this study are the following: 1) a single session of guided MM lowers BP and HR acutely in hypertensive patients with CKD Stage III; 2) CKD patients had a significantly greater reduction in MSNA acutely during MM, suggesting that MM may modulate central sympathetic output, resulting in lower BP; 3) reductions in BP and MSNA, but not HR, were maintained during the immediate recovery period following MM; 4) participants had a lower RR during MM compared with the control intervention; and 5) during CB, in which RR was lowered without concomitant meditation, BP and MSNA were not lower compared with the control intervention, suggesting that CB alone is not sufficient to acutely modulate central SNS output.

Adjunctive or alternative therapeutic interventions that are safe and free from adverse side effects are needed to lower SNS activity in patients with renal disease and thereby potentially mitigate the long-term adverse consequences of SNS overactivation, as well as lower BP. In this study, we investigated the biological effects of one such potential adjunctive therapy: MM. MM is noninvasive, safe, and may have real beneficial effects on BP, as well as other physiological measures in CKD patients. MM is a stress-reduction technique involving focused awareness on internal and external sensory

![Figure 2](image-url) - Change in muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) quantified in burst frequency (bursts/min, A) and total activity [arbitrary units (AU)/min, B]. The model equation is given in the text. $\alpha_1$ represents the discrepancy in the mean difference for the MM condition relative to the control condition at minute 14. $\beta_1$ is the discrepancy in the rate of change for the MM condition relative to the control condition. *Significant $P$ values <0.05.

![Figure 3A](image-url) - SBP, DBP, MAP, and HR (A) and MSNA (B) at baseline and during the 5-min recovery period after a session of MM. *$P$ value <0.05 compared with baseline.
stimuli in the present moment without judgment or cognitive elaboration (8, 9). Prior studies have shown that MM, and other forms of meditation, reduce anxiety, inflammation, and lower BP in a variety of patient groups. MM has been shown to reduce BP, HR, inflammation, anxiety, and improve quality of life in normotensive individuals (15, 17, 23, 57). In addition, other forms of meditation have been shown to lead to significant reductions in systolic and diastolic BP, HR (43), and reduced resting BP, BP reactivity to stress, and left ventricular mass (6).

Many, but not all (13), prior studies have shown that the BP-lowering effects of meditation are more pronounced in patients with high BP. In a study of 52 pharmacologically untreated patients with hypertension, those randomized to contemplative meditation for 8 wk had a significant reduction in office SBP (by −15 mmHg vs. +3 mmHg in controls), 24-h ambulatory BP profiles, and a reduction in rise of SBP during mental stress by 11 mmHg (37). Breathing awareness meditation, a major component of MM, significantly lowered daytime and nighttime SBP (by nearly 5 mmHg), HR, and overnight urinary sodium excretion, in a group of prehypertensive AA adolescents (7). Similarly, in a group of prehypertensive adults, a 4.9-mmHg reduction in clinic SBP and 1.9 mmHg drop in 24-h ambulatory BP was observed among the mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) group (23). In a large randomized controlled trial of 103 participants, meditation improved SBP, insulin resistance, and HR variability in patients with stable coronary heart disease (47). MBSR led to sustained improvements in clinic BP persisting up to 1 yr (15), as well as a 23% decrease in all-cause mortality at a mean followup of 7.6 yr in a group of hypertensive elderly patients (51).

We observed a significantly greater reduction in SBP (by −10 mmHg), DBP (by −6 mmHg), MAP (by −7 mmHg), and HR (by −3 beats/min) during MM compared with the control intervention, among patients with CKD. The degree of BP reduction, particularly SBP, in our study population was relatively large compared with prior studies (7, 17, 27, 32), the majority of which report a reduction in SBP of around 5 mmHg, with a range in reduction of around 5–15 mmHg with meditation. There are several potential key differences that may account for the relatively greater reductions in BP during MM observed in our cohort. First, whereas most prior studies reported effects of MM in prehypertensive and hypertensive groups, our patient population was specifically composed of AA male patients with hypertension as well as CKD. AA and those with reduced renal function have chronic elevations in sympathetic activity and often times have higher BP that is more difficult to control (1, 18, 33, 50). In addition, all study participants were male veterans at high risk for PTSD, another disorder associated with high sympathetic tone (10), although we observed no difference in hemodynamic changes during MM when the PTSD patient was removed from the analyses in the current study. Nonetheless, patient characteristics that are associated with higher sympathetic activation may account for the differences in responsiveness in hemodynamics to the MM intervention in AA male CKD patients versus other patient groups. Finally, we report acute changes in hemodynamics during a single session of MM rather than changes in baseline hemodynamics after chronic MM therapy. Certainly, the sustained changes in baseline hemodynamics with time, and while the patients are not actively undergoing MM, may not be as robust or may be nonexistent in CKD and should be investigated in future studies.

One potential mechanism by which MM may lower BP is by reducing neural sympathetic output. However, direct intraneural measurements of sympathetic nerve activity during meditation had never previously been performed. We performed the first microneurographic measurements of MSNA during MM in CKD patients with hypertension and found significant reductions in MSNA during MM compared with the control intervention, suggesting that the BP- and HR-lowering effects of MM may be mediated by reductions in sympathetic nerve activity. The mechanisms by which MM lowers SNS activity are unclear, but one potential mechanism is via reduction in inflammation. Patients with CKD have high levels of inflammatory biomarkers and oxidative stress (26), arterial baroreflex dysfunction (52), and SNS overactivity (18, 21, 25, 33, 41, 45). Chronic inflammation, in turn, can contribute to chronic SNS overactivation by impairing arterial baroreflex sensitivity (16) or through direct central activation (40). Prior studies have shown that MM and mindfulness-based stress reduction may lower inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein (CRP), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and interleukin 8 (IL-8) (36, 49). Whether MM reduces inflammation or improves arterial baroreflex sensitivity in CKD patients is unknown and should be investigated in future studies.
In the current study, we also observed that RRs were significantly slower during MM compared with the control intervention. Although MM does not specifically guide breathing, RR was spontaneously lower during MM compared with the control intervention. In this study, CB, in which the participant’s RR was guided to a low-normal rate (to the same degree as during the MM intervention) but without concomitant meditation, was performed to determine whether the BP and MSNA-lowering effects of MM were due to the reduced RR alone. Whereas BP and MSNA were significantly lower during MM, we did not observe any change in BP and MSNA during CB without concomitant MM, suggesting that a lower breathing rate alone is not sufficient in exacting the hemodynamic and SNS changes. Prior studies have shown that slowing breathing to subphysiological rates acutely reduces arterial BP in patients with hypertension (31, 44) and chronic heart failure (11). The mechanisms underlying the acute BP-lowering effect of slow breathing in these prior studies is unclear but may include modulation of the autonomic nervous system. Slow breathing in prior studies has been shown to acutely lower MSNA (24, 44), suggesting that slow breathing rates may lower central SNS output.

In contrast, we did not observe reductions in either BP or MSNA during CB without concomitant MM. The differences between our observations in CB and prior studies on slow breathing may be due to differences in methodology and degree of reduction in RR. In prior studies, RR was lowered to subphysiological levels (<10 breaths/min) (24, 44), whereas in the present study, RR was lowered to low-normal rates of 12 breaths/min during CB to match the RR observed during MM. Breathing at subphysiological rates is thought to lower BP by resulting in increased tidal volume, which activates cardiopulmonary mechanoreceptors to reflexively inhibit central SNS outflow (31). Reducing RR to low-normal levels in CB, as opposed to lower subphysiological rates, may not be sufficient to increase tidal volume and modulate cardiopulmonary mechanoreceptors. In addition, we performed CB by guiding the participant to inhale for 2 s and exhale for 3 s to achieve a RR of 12 breaths/min. Lowering RR via other methods, such as device-guided slow breathing or yoga slow-breathing, may have different effects on hemodynamics and autonomic function in CKD patients.

Limitations

We recognize several limitations to our study. First, the study population included only African-American male veterans with CKD Stage III and without diabetes; therefore, the results may not be generalizable to women, the non-veteran population, those with more severe renal failure, or those with comorbid diabetes, which is the most common cause of kidney disease in the United States. Second, because the study population had hypertension, CKD, and was overweight or obese, the resting baseline MSNA was relatively high (around 40 bursts/min); it is unclear if similar reductions in SNS activity and BP would be observed among a healthier population with lower levels of baseline MSNA. Third, only SNS activity directed to the muscle (MSNA) was measured during each intervention. The effects of MM on sympathetic innervation to other organs such as the heart and kidneys, as well as parasym pathetic activity, remain unknown. Finally, we investigated the acute changes in hemodynamics during a single session of MM. Whether long-term MM intervention leads to sustained improvements in hemodynamics and SNS activity in patients with CKD remains to be tested.

Perspectives and Significance

AA males with hypertensive CKD suffer from excessive CV risk and chronically elevated SNS activity. Adjunctive therapies that may ameliorate SNS activity and reduce BP in this high-risk patient population are needed. MM is a noninvasive, safe intervention, without side effects that may have real biological effects on SNS activity and hemodynamics. In this study, we demonstrate that MM acutely reduces MSNA and BP in AA males with hypertension and CKD, and that these reductions are sustained for at least several minutes post-MM. These findings warrant future investigations testing the long-term effects of several weeks of daily MM on baseline hemodynamics and SNS activity, to determine the clinical utility and therapeutic potential of this intervention.
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